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INTRODUCTION

Post-translational ubiquitination of proteins in eukaryotes governs cellular

activities ranging from selective protein degradation by proteasomes to

membrane protein trafficking, signal transduction, transcription, nuclear

transport, autophagy, and immune responses.1–4 Protein ubiquitination is

catalyzed by the sequential action of E1, E2, and E3 enzymes that activate

and transfer ubiquitin or ubiquitin-like modifiers to the e-amino group of

an internal lysine residue of target proteins.5,6 Ubiquitination is a reversible

process. The isopeptide bond between ubiquitin and a substrate protein, or

between ubiquitin molecules in a polyubiquitin chain, can be cleaved by

deubiquitinating enzymes (DUBs), which are also responsible for the activa-

tion of ubiquitin and ubiquitin-like modifiers by C-terminal processing of

their precursors.7 A large number of DUBs have been discovered and repre-

sent an emerging class of ubiquitin pathway regulators, predominantly from

eukaryotes,8 but also of bacterial and viral origins.9–11

New insights into molecular structures, biochemical activities, substrate

specificities and functions have been gained for the current inventory of

DUBs over the past decade.7,8 Most known cellular DUBs are cysteine pro-

teases, including those from the ubiquitin-specific protease (USP) structural

class, which represents the bulk (over 50) of DUBs encoded in the human

genome.8,12 Little is known about the physiological function of most

human USPs, and specific substrates remain elusive. The current view is

that the modular, multidomain architecture of USPs contributes to their

specificity with respect to the type of ubiquitin polymer and modifier, but

perhaps more importantly, to the target protein part of the substrate.8

Human USPs have highly variable amino acid sequences upstream and/

or downstream of the catalytic core. A number of domains have been
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annotated in these regions based on sequence homology,8,12

some already confirmed experimentally, for example, the

TRAF-like domain of human USP7, the DUSP domain

of human USP15, and the CS domain of human USP19.

However, a large proportion of the N- and C-terminal

extensions of human USPs remain structurally and func-

tionally unannotated. Also, the size of their catalytic core

domains varies from �300 to 800 residues due to large

sequences uncharacterized structurally, which may play

functional roles.

Given the currently known and expected important

cellular roles of USPs, a detailed structural annotation of

individual family members of this class of DUBs is an

important step toward elucidating their molecular func-

tions in human health and disease. On this account, we

have subjected the currently unannotated content of

human USP family to advanced structural bioinformatics

techniques. The most impressive finding of this predic-

tion exercise is the abundance of ubiquitin-like (UBL)

domains in this family of enzymes, both within and out-

side USP catalytic core domains. The newly uncovered

UBL domains are likely to play important functional

roles toward the substrate and target protein specificities

of human USPs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sequences of the currently known human USPs corre-

sponding to the C19 family of the MEROPS peptidase

database (http://merops.sanger.ac.uk/) were collected

from the GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Gen-

bank/) and SwissProt (http://www.expasy.org/sprot/)

databases. Only one sequence was selected from those of

multiple isoforms reported for some USPs (generally

nearly identical mutation isoforms, otherwise the longest

sequence was selected), thus leading to a nonredundant

set of 54 distinct human USP sequences (see Supplemen-

tary Material). The boundaries of their catalytic core, as

well as all their currently annotated domains outside this

core domain were obtained from the Pfam (http://

www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/) and InterPro (http://

www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/) databases and confirmed, when-

ever available, with actual structures retrieved from the

Protein Data Bank (PDB, http://www.rcsb.org/). The

remaining unannotated sequence content was therefore

defined by the sequences flanking or between the cur-

rently annotated domains, as well as inserted in the cata-

lytic core. In the latter case, locating such insertions

required (i) a multiple sequence alignment of all 54 cata-

lytic core sequences, which was performed with the

MAFFT5 algorithm,13 and (ii) comparisons with the

minimal catalytic core domain delineated by its available

crystal structures from several human USPs (with PDB

IDs): 2 (2HD5), 7 (1NB8, 1NBF, 2F1Z), 8 (2GFO), and

14 (2AYN, 2AYO).

Structural domain detection of the currently unanno-

tated content of the human USP family was carried out

at the Structure Prediction Meta Server (http://meta.

bioinfo.pl/), which assembles state-of-the-art fold recog-

nition methods, and provides a consensus scoring of the

three-dimensional structure predictions generated for a

given query sequence by independent algorithms, using

the 3D-Jury meta-predictor.14 Short sequence stretches

(<40 residues) were not considered. Overly long contigu-

ous sequences (>800 residues) were split into shorter

fragments prior to fold recognition calculations. This

splitting was done in two ways: (i) generating three

equal-length sequences corresponding to the N- and C-

terminal halves plus the central region of the same

length, and (ii) following the consensus predictions of

domain boundaries generated by the Meta-DP meta-

server (http://meta-dp.cse.buffalo.edu/).15 Considering

the possibility of embedded domain folds, newly identi-

fied domains were excised out of the original query

sequence (typically longer), and the resulting flanking

regions were merged and subjected to a new round of

fold detection. Finally, the excised sequences of all newly

mapped domains were resubmitted to the Structure Pre-

diction Meta Server to obtain the final template ranking,

reliability indicators, query-to-template sequence align-

ments and secondary structure predictions.

The reliability of fold assignment was based primarily

on the 3D-Jury confidence score, which was calculated

using the standard settings under which the score was

found to correlate to the number of correctly predicted

residues.16 Accordingly, a confidence threshold of 50 for

the 3D-Jury score translates into a prediction reliability

of over 90%. For shorter sequences (<100 residues), the

3D-Jury confidence cut-off was lowered to 40. A qualita-

tive evaluation of the query-to-template sequence and

secondary structure alignments was also carried out to

support the assessment of each top-ranked structural

assignment.

Secondary structure predictions were based on four

methods: PROFsec,17 PSI-PRED,18 and SAM-T02 with

DSSP and STRIDE alphabets.19 A consensus was then

derived for each sequence by (i) majority voting over all

four methods for a-helices and b-strands, and (ii) SAM-

T02 predictions of G-helices, a secondary structure not

available from the other prediction methods. The multi-

ple sequence alignment of the identified UBL domains

was assembled starting from individual query-to-template

sequence alignments top-ranked by 3D-Jury consensus

fold recognition. This preliminary alignment was further

refined by: (i) considering the structure-based sequence

alignment between the top-ranked UBL templates, which

was generated with the Expresso (3D-Coffee) program,20

and (ii) minor local improvements in the sequence and

secondary structure alignments among predicted UBL

domains. Sequence homology-based clustering of pre-

dicted UBL domains of USPs was derived with the Clustal
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W program21 using the PAM350 scoring matrix, given the

sequence divergence of the UBL fold.

RESULTS

One approach toward extending the current sequence-

homology-based domain annotation of human USPs is

to detect structural relationships that have only remote

or no underlying sequence homology. This is the objec-

tive of fold recognition methods. Thus, we subjected the

unannotated sequence content of the human USP family

to the consensus protein structure prediction method

3D-Jury.14,16 This widely used meta-predictor performs

consensus scoring over the 3D models generated by

state-of-the-art fold recognition algorithms, and ranked

as a top-performer at the latest CASP, CAFASP, and Live-

Bench prediction contests.22,23 We also have recently

employed 3D-Jury to predict the USP-like structure and

infer the deubiquitinating activity for the SARS coronavi-

rus papain-like protease,24,25 predictions which were

experimentally confirmed both functionally and structur-

ally.26–28

One of the most interesting results stemming out of

this analysis was the prediction of ubiquitin-like (UBL)

domains in an unexpectedly high number of human

USPs (Fig. 1A). These UBL domains were predicted with

high reliability as judged by the statistically significant

3D-Jury scores obtained for the corresponding USP

sequences against numerous UBL templates (see Supple-

mentary Material). Consistent with the fold recognition

data, the newly identified UBL domains follow the con-

sensus secondary structure and the common fingerprint

sequence characteristic to the ubiquitin superfold (Fig.

1B).29

As shown schematically in Figure 1A, the previously

unannotated UBL domains detected for various human

USPs by our structural bioinformatics analysis are pres-

ent both inside and outside their catalytic core domains.

Ubiquitin-like domains nested inside catalytic core

domains are found in the human USPs 4, 6, 11, 15, 19,

31, 32, and 43. In all these enzymes, the UBL domain

insertion occurs at highly homologous positions, specifi-

cally, in the middle of the circularly permuted Zn-finger-

like domain, itself nested within the catalytic core

between the two sub-domains of the papain-like fold.30

The nested UBL domain would be inserted in these USPs

between the b-strand and the a-helix that are grafted

onto the four-stranded b-ribbon of the circularly per-

muted Zn-finger and are utilized for its attachment to

the C-terminal sub-domain of the papain-like fold (Fig.

1C), as observed in the crystal structures of several

USPs.31–33 In each case, the inserted UBL domain is

directly followed by a region of about 170-240 residues

(depending on the enzyme) before the remainder of the

circularly permuted Zn-finger-like fold (Fig. 1A). No fold

similarity could be detected for any of these regions,

which, for most parts, lack predicted secondary structure

elements. An interesting variation is observed for USP19,

where an annotated MYND Zn-finger domain of about

45 residues is intercalated immediately after the nested

UBL domain and before the large, mostly unstructured,

region.

The remainder of the newly identified UBL domains

are located outside the boundaries of the catalytic core

domain (Fig. 1A). Ubiquitin-like domains N-terminal to

the catalytic core are detected in human USPs 4, 9X, 9Y,

11, 15, 24, 32, 34, and 47. Thus, USPs 4, 11, 15, and 32

feature two UBL domains, one inside and the other one

immediately upstream to the catalytic core domain.

Interestingly, the predicted N-terminal UBL domain in

all these four USPs is preceded by a DUSP domain.34

The single N-terminal UBL domains of USPs 9X, 9Y, 24,

and 34 are predicted to be flanked on both sides by all-

a-helical domains (not shown). Multiple UBL domains

were detected in the C-terminal extensions relative to the

catalytic core of human USPs 7 (four domains), 40 (two

domains), and 47 (three domains; a fourth UBL domain

is predicted upstream to the catalytic core).

DISCUSSION

Based on primary sequence homology, UBL domains

have been previously detected only in the N-terminal

part of human USP14,35 and in the C-terminal end of

human USP48.12 In the former case, the solution NMR

structure of the UBL domain of mouse USP14 (PDB ID:

1WGG; 97% sequence identity to the human domain)

confirms this structural assignment. The exquisite prom-

iscuity of the ubiquitin superfold to variations in primary

sequence,29 may have precluded the detection of most

UBL domains by simple applications of standard homol-

ogy tools such as PSI-BLAST,36 possibly leading to their

under-representation in the currently available public

annotations of USPs. Supporting this idea, the only other

previously reported UBL domain of a human USP, that

of USP9Y, resulted from a fold recognition-based annota-

tion study targeted to the male-specific region of the

human Y chromosome.37

The present structural bioinformatics analysis of the

currently unannotated content of the entire human USP

family significantly augments the existing annotation

with the addition of 26 UBL domains from 15 distinct

human USPs. Thus, the UBL domain can be regarded as

the most frequently occurring domain in the human USP

family, after the characteristic protease core domain.8,12

We cannot exclude the possibility that a few other UBL

domains, perhaps more remotely related to the currently

known members of the ubiquitin superfold,29 have

escaped our fold detection employing the existing best-

performing algorithms and the current PDB content. For

Detection of UBL Domains in Human USPs
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Figure 1
Novel UBL domains of human USPs predicted by structural bioinformatics. (A) Schematic domain organization of human USPs with predicted UBL domains

(approximate scale). Note the split in the circularly permuted Zn-finger-like domain (blue) and the catalytic core (cyan) due to sizable insertions in some family

members. Other domains of these USPs, according to their currently available public annotations, are also shown (see insert). Human USPs 14 and 48, with UBL

domains previously annotated based on sequence homology, are shown at the top. (B) Sequence and secondary structure alignment between UBL domains predicted for

human USPs (upper part) and selected members from the ubiquitin superfold (lower part, identified primarily by their PDB codes). See Materials and Methods for

details, and Supplementary Material for other UBL structures identified by consensus fold recognition as statistically significant templates for the newly detected UBL

domains, including the full query-to-template assignment. Secondary structure elements, predicted for USP sequences, and observed for the other UBL domains, are

highlighted in blue – b-strand, red – a-helix, brown – G-helix, and violet – ambivalent a/b predictions. Consensus secondary structures over the query and template

alignments are indicated by e – b-strand, h – a-helix, and g – G-helix. The common fingerprint sequence of the ubiquitin superfold is taken from Ref. 29, where

conserved hydrophobic residues are denoted by h (90% conserved) and H (100% conserved) and conserved polar residues are denoted by p (90% conserved). A sequence

homology-based clustering of the UBL domains from human USPs is shown on the left. The UBL domains inserted in USP catalytic core domains are highlighted in

yellow. (C) Location of UBL domain insertion (arrow) in the minimal USP catalytic core domain, exemplified here from human USP7 (PDB code 1NBF). The papain-

like protease fold is colored in cyan. The nested circularly permuted Zn-finger-like domain is in blue, except for its b3-a1 region (in red) grafted onto the b-ribbon and

attached to the papain-like domain. The catalytic Cys side chain is rendered as space-filled model. Bound ubiquitin aldehyde is displayed with translucent molecular

surface.
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example, several other putative UBL domains from USPs

7, 40, and 47 were detected with scores below the signifi-

cance threshold and therefore not reported here. The

occurrence of multiple UBL domains per USP protein, as

well as of UBL domains embedded in the USP catalytic

core (hence comprising three distinct folds in a nested

rather than successive type of assembly) add to the struc-

tural complexity that is currently being recognized for

many DUBs.

The marked presence of UBL domains in human USPs

is likely to have profound functional consequences in this

class of enzymes, primarily via (i) modulation of enzy-

matic activity and specificity, and (ii) recruitment of

nonsubstrate partners. In principle, due to structural

similarities to ubiquitin, modulation of USP enzymatic

activity by UBL domains could arise from the trivial

action of competing directly with ubiquitinated sub-

strates for the ubiquitin binding site on the Zn-finger-

like domain, thus acting as auto-inhibitory domains. The

newly identified UBL domains may also affect the enzy-

matic specificities of their USPs toward the substrate pro-

tein part or toward the ubiquitin part of the substrate

conjugate. Owing to their proximity to the Zn-finger-like

domain implicated directly in ubiquitin docking,31,33

the UBL domains nested within the catalytic core (Fig.

1A and 1C) may affect the specificities of these USPs

with respect to the degree (mono/di/tetra/poly) and type

(e.g., K48/K63, branched/linear) of polyubiquitination,

or to the type of modifier (e.g., ubiquitin, ISG15,

NEDD8). For instance, an intact metal-chelating Zn-fin-

ger-like domain of human USP15, which features a

nested UBL domain, is essential for degradation of K48-

branched polyubiquitin chains but not for hydrolysis of

the ubiquitin-GFP fusion.38 This, in light of the fact that

USP7 can degrade polyubiquitin substrates,39 in the ab-

sence of the metal-chelating ability of its Zn-finger-like

domain and of a nested UBL domain, suggests that the

metal center might stabilize or position the nested UBL

domain in order to allow polyubiquitin recognition by

some USPs.

More broadly, UBL domains can engage in specific

interactions with domains of both substrate and nonsub-

strate protein targets. In the latter case, such specific

interactions will determine noncatalytic properties of

USPs such as localization, trafficking, and participation

in intracellular and signaling pathways, although they can

also affect the USP enzymatic activity and specificity. For

example, human USP14 and its yeast homolog Ubp6

bind through their N-terminal UBL domain to the 26S

proteasome, which also results in a dramatic increase of

their catalytic activity.32,40–42 Proteasome-associated

DUBs can act catalytically to remove (poly)ubiquitin

before proteasomal degradation, thus serving in the edit-

ing of poorly targeted substrates and ubiquitin recycling,

or noncatalytically to delay proteasomal degradation and

regulate both the nature and magnitude of proteasomal

activity.43 It is tempting to speculate that other human

USPs would also have the ability to bind directly to pro-

teasome subunits via some of their UBL domains identi-

fied here. The UBL domain of mouse USP14, as well as

other UBL domains known to associate with proteasome,

for example, from human ubiquilins 2 and 3, or DNA

damage repair protein Rad23A,44–46 were retrieved

among the high scoring structural templates for newly

mapped UBL domains of several USPs (see Supplemen-

tary Material). In this context, it is also worth to note

the association of human USP15 with the COP9-signalo-

some (CSN), which has subunits similar to components

of the 26S proteasome lid complex.38 Detection of the

UBL fold in USP15 suggests that the mechanism of CSN-

association of USP15 might resemble proteasome-associa-

tion of USP14, that is, direct interactions via UBL

domains.

Functions other than proteasome and CSN binding

can also be anticipated, at least in some cases, given the

notorious functional variability within the ubiquitin do-

main superfold, comprising ubiquitin, ubiquitin-like

modifiers and internal UBL structures.29 Generally, the

interaction surface seems not to be conserved within the

ubiquitin superfold and almost every element of the fold

is used in protein recognition, although interactions with

one protein family tend to use the same surface.29,47–49

A vast repertoire of ubiquitin-binding domains (UBDs)

is known to interact with members of the ubiquitin

superfold. Ubiquitin-dependent signaling pathways

include UIM, UBA, UBL, CUE, GAT, GLUE, and various

types of Zn-fingers such as ZnF-A20, NZF, and ZnF-

UBP, among other UBDs.48 Outside the ubiquitin path-

ways, small GTPases represent the prevalent fold interact-

ing with UBL domains. The presence of UBDs can be

diagnostic of putative substrate or nonsubstrate protein

targets, largely unknown for most UBL domain-contain-

ing human USPs.

While the ubiquitin-like fold was abundantly detected

in the relatively large family (54 members) of human

USPs, its presence in USPs from older eukaryotes may

indicate that UBL domains represent important func-

tional features that were conserved during evolution in

this class of enzymes. Indeed, a fold recognition analysis

of the unannotated sequence content of the USP family

from the Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast (16 enzymes,

Ubp1 to Ubp16), detects UBL domains in Ubp12 and

Ubp15, the yeast homologs of human USP15 and USP7,

respectively, in addition to the known UBL domain in

Ubp6 (see Supplementary Material). Another compelling

example suggesting the importance of the UBL domain

as a key structural and putatively regulatory module in

the USP class of DUBs is provided by the SARS corona-

virus papain-like protease. This viral enzyme, whose pri-

mary function is in viral replication via polyprotein proc-

essing, not only acquired the USP molecular architecture

and deubiquitinating activity common to the corre-

Detection of UBL Domains in Human USPs
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sponding host cell enzymes,11,26,27 but it also features a

UBL domain (albeit about 20 residues smaller than ubiq-

uitin).28

The UBL domains detected in human USPs do not

show, in the sequence following their C-terminal b-
strand, similarity to the ubiquitin precursor processing

site, which occurs after the ubiquitin C-terminal

sequence 73LRGG76. We therefore conclude that they are

internal noncleavable UBL domains. However, a struc-

tural relationship to ubiquitin has been recently proposed

for human USP1, which is inactivated by auto-cleavage

after an internal ubiquitin-like di-glycine motif.50 The

cleavage occurs in the middle of a 140-residue insertion

in the minimal USP catalytic core domain, based on the

available crystal structures of USPs 2, 7, 8, and 14. How-

ever, we could not detect the UBL fold in the 70-residue

inserted sequence preceding the processing site. It is

possible that in the case of USP1, key substrate interac-

tions between its catalytic groove S6-S1 subsites and its

residues 666IGLLGG671 preceding the cleavage site, which

are homologous to the ubiquitin C-terminal sequence

71LRLRGG76, are sufficient for cleavage without the need

of additional interactions from the rest of the ubiquitin

fold. Like the acquisition of noncleavable UBL domains,

the utilization of a cleavable internal ubiquitin-like C-ter-

minal motif in USP1 provides another fascinating exam-

ple for the reuse of structural elements specific to the

ubiquitin signaling pathways towards increasing their

own regulatory capabilities and functional diversity. The

structural bioinformatics analysis reported here provides

valuable information that can spur further structure-

function characterization studies in this class of deubiqu-

tinating enzymes.
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